
 

 

 

1. CONTROL 

Roller blind control              

CONTROL DESCRIPTION 

Pull down the roller blind by pulling the bottom profile and securing with bottom hooks. 

Control of roof roller blind is directly dependent on opening and closing of roof window. 

By opening the window the roller blind is proportionally pulled up and vice versa by closing the window the roller blind is 

fully pulled down. 

 

2. MAINTANANCE 

This product does not need any special maintenance and lubrication of control mechanism. 

If the roller blind is very unclean (dusty) use light brushing or vacuum cleaner set on low performance. 

Use regularly smooth damp piece of cloth or sponge for usual dirt. Use only soap solution without chemical additives and 

max. 30°C water. Do not use any aggressive cleaners like organic thinners, dissolvent, cleaning sands, cleaning pastes, 

steam generator and strong alkaline cleaners. 

 

 

  

 
CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL:  
EXTERIOR ROLLER BLINDS FOR 
SKYLIGHTS



 

WARNING: 

Care about soft cleaning of textiles to avoid its scratching or other damage.  

While cleaning windows adjust the roller blind into such position which avoids its damage and does not block the cleaning 

process. 

Protect the roller blind against dirt during constructions. 

3. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

 Do not manipulate with the roller blind by force if it is blocked with an obstacle – snow, ice. 

 Do not hang any subjects onto the roller blind. 

 Avoid any mechanical exertion and other damage of the roller blind. 

 Use the roller blind carefully, especially during cleaning. 

 

 

WARNING: 

If some failure or mechanical damage occurs, avoid further use of the roller blind. 

NOTES: 

 In case the product does not work contact your seller or assembly company which fit the roller blind. 

 Illustration of the product does not necessarily meet the real product in all details. Producer reserves the right for 

change. 

 When the lifetime of the roller blind expires do not throw it into municipal wastes. You can separate particular 

materials used and those can be handed over in accordance to the valid prescription about wastes and 

environmental protection. You can get the information about wastes collection places at local Authority office. 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT WARNING 

Accodring to the norm EN 13 120 we can warn you about possible danger which can arise 
from using control cords and chains. 

 


